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We are continuing to focus on state-wide efforts in overall collection management including acquisitions, but are also interested in regional and North American collaborations.

Our GreenGlass for Groups access for all but Ball State will be expiring in March so we are beginning planning on what to do next.

We held a webinar in December 2017 to share practices on using aging GreenGlass data usage and had an update on GreenGlass functionality and a discussion of the possibilities for a new project phase. The objectives for the meeting were to:

- Allow GreenGlass users to make the most of our remaining time in GreenGlass
- Provide information to non-GreenGlass participants on the use and value of GreenGlass
- Continue building shared collection management in Indiana
- Provide information for participants to consider doing a broader GreenGlass project

ALI-PALNI held a state-wide meeting in January 2018 of collection managers and senior leadership of the libraries with forty-three attendees.

Objectives for the Meeting were to:

- Understand needs & benefits for collaboration on circulating collections
- Identify goals for shared collection management in Indiana academic libraries
- Identify and Build Infrastructure Necessary for Shared Collection Management in Indiana
- Articulate components of an Indiana Last Copy Policy and Pilot Project

Tom Teper, Associate Dean of Libraries, University of Illinois Urbana Champaign discussed the Illinois statewide shared print, the Illinois Last Copy program, and the BTAA Prospective Collection Development Pilot. We also discussed pre-reading materials that included the Ohio Last Copy Repository Feasibility Study [http://hdl.handle.net/1811/81530](http://hdl.handle.net/1811/81530)[https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/bitstream/handle/1811/81530/OSUL_Ohio_Last_Copy_Feasibility_Study_2017-08.pdf?sequence=1], and data about our collections and collection management practices.

The group was highly engaged and wanted results “yesterday”. We identified the Key Issues that we want to address within ALI and determined the scope of the content for collaboration, the most critical collection needs to address, and long-term priorities. We began framing an organizational structure to accomplish our goals and articulated the key points for an Indiana Last Copy Policy. Kirsten Leonard and Tina Baich are working to draft a policy based on the input and will bring it back to the group for approval. We identified some institutions willing to accept last copy items.
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